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Deer Hunter 2005 Cheats

Deer Hunter 2005

Cheat Codes:

------------

Submitted by: conner54 

Cheat mode:

-----------

To enter a cheat code, you need to enter a single-player map, as cheats

cannot be enabled in multiplayer. Press the tilde key (~ or the key above

TAB). A chat window will apear. Enter the same code again to deactivate 

the cheat. Enter the following codes:

Code              Result

-----------------------------------------------

/cheataliens    - Shows all animals on your GPS.

/cheatdaredevil - Prey is passive (won’t run from you).

/cheattheflash  - Move at lightning speed.

/cheatshine     - Sun shines brighter.

/cheatrainman   - It begins to rain.

/cheatmatrix    - When you shoot, you will follow the bullet in bullet-mode.

/cheatpredator  - When you look through a scope, you will see your prey in 

                  thermal mode.

/cheatdhrambo   - Your shots become more accurate.

Bronze Grand Slam trophy:

-------------------------

Shoot one buck from each species. 

Gold Grand Slam trophy:

-----------------------

Shoot one world record buck from each species. 

Gold Skin trophy:

-----------------

Get a gold skin for all weapons. 

Master Hunter trophy:

---------------------

Earn 100 points. 

Seasoned Hunter trophy:

-----------------------

Accumulate at least ten hours of game play. 

Silver Grand Slam trophy:



-------------------------

Shoot one record book buck from each species. 

Gold skin autoloader, lever, and bolt rifle: 

--------------------------------------------

Shoot twenty bucks with each of those weapons. 

Gold skin handguns and miscellaneous bows: 

------------------------------------------

Shoot ten bucks with each of those weapons. 

Gold skin pump shotgun and rifle, muzzleloader, single 

shot rifle, crossbow, and double-barreled shotgun:

--------------------------------------------------

Shoot fifteen bucks with each of those weapons

Hint:

-----

Submitted by: robu

* You can climb all the hills with the ATV (don’t try with the truck, SUV

or snowmobile) but be careful when you go down on hill don’t go directly 

down try to go in diagonal and don’t press the brake or the acceleration 

button.

* If you want to go down the hill crounch and you will go down slowly don’t

try to push the backward button because you will die and you can take everything

from the begining.


